Eisner/Miller

It would be hard to imagine any creators
who have more greatly affected their
chosen medium than Will Eisner and Frank
Miller have influenced the world of comics
and graphic novels. Often misunderstood,
but enduringly enjoyed by people from all
walks of life, the comic book has in recent
years been recognized as a legitimate art
form by cultural institutions ranging from
Harvard University to the Smithsonian,
from The New Yorker to the Art Institute
of Chicago. Now, culture-curious readers
and life-long fans of the comics medium
are invited to read along as two of the
mediums greatest contributorslegendary
innovator and godfather of sequential art
Will Eisner, and the modern master of
cinematic comics storytelling, Frank
Millerdiscuss one on one in an intimate
interview format, the ins-and-outs of this
compelling and often controversial art
form. Eisner/Miller is profusely illustrated
and features rare, behind-the-scenes photos
of Eisner, Miller, and other notable
creators.
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